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ShadowLand’s
 

laser adventure system is unlike any other game system. 
More than just ‘laser-tag’

 
–

 
ShadowLand’s

 
adventure system creates a rich, 

diverse playing environment where players’
 

intellect is more important than 
physical skills and where strategy-setting is key to advancing your position and 
winning the game. Dozens of different game scripts (“adventure scenarios”) 
are available for you and your group to take part in. 

ShadowLand creates this one-of-a-kind experience through the use of “currencies”
which the player acquires and loses throughout the adventure. The system also 
has Game Enhancement Modules (GEMs) in the arena which adds a third dimension 
to the experience. Finally, the system allows participants to encounter various 
“hidden forces”

 
and acquire “special powers”

 
during play through the use of 

innovative radio and infrared communication between players, between players 
and GEMs

 
and between players and central game computer.

Review the following pages to take your first step into the ShadowLand experience. 
As you explore, you will become more familiar with the special powers and forces, 
currencies and game scenarios available for your upcoming outing

 
to one of 

our Centers. 
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Important
 

Currencies
 

used
 

during
 

an
 

adventure

The LCD
 

display on the back of your 
phaser

 
handset, keeps you up-to-date 

with how much ‘Energy’, ‘Credits’, 
and ‘Lives’

 
you have at that moment 

in your ShadowLand adventure.

Energy
The basic survival unit for a 
player. You start with a certain
amount but you lose some every time
you are tagged by others or by GEMs.
When you are under the power of
certain spells you also lose energy.
Keep your Energy up to stay alive !

Credits
Earned by tagging others, Credits
Are your ‘money’

 
to buy Energy, find

‘cures’
 

that ail you, earn special 
powers and to capture bases. All 
these items are obtained by trading
your credits in for the item at 
specific GEMs

 
in the ShadowLand arena. 
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Lives
Lose all your Energy and you lose
a life. This puts you out of the ad-
venture for about 10 seconds and 
you lose all the credits you held.
Keep your Energy up and stay alive
by buying it from ShadowLand GEMs.

Ammo
You start with a certain amount of ammo

and must replenish if you wish to 
stay alive. Choose your shots well –

at the end of your Shadowland
 

adventure
you get bonus points based on how

Accurate you were.

Points / Rank
Ultimately -

 
only one team can win

and only one player can be ranked #1.
Only your points determine your rank
at the end of a Shadowland

 
adventure. No

other currency determines who wins and 
who Loses. The lesson? –

 
Spend your 

credits before the end of the Adven-
ture. Normally, purchasing powers and
cures from GEMs

 
will also give you points.
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Powers, Spells, Cures
Once you’ve earned Credits by tagging other players, turn 
them in at GEMs

 
for special powers or cures. Powers and 

Cures will help you advance your ranking in the adventure.
Different adventures have different powers and cures. 

Invulnerability
Once you earn Invulnerability, you
are invincible for a short period. Use
the time wisely to advance your position.

Invisibility
Stealth mode! This power shuts off
lights on your bodysuit and phaser
and silences the sounds of your suit.
Phenomenal for stalking in ShadowLand
adventures having just a few players.

Nebulizer
A short-range, powerful grenade-type 
power, typically causing triple damage. 
A really wide burst that is emitted from
the phaser

 
blob in a wide arc of des-

truction
 

tagging everyone in your vicinity.

N
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Rapid Fire
The phaser

 
fires bursts of 20 shot

per second while the trigger is held
down. Great for an offensive power burst!

Dark Thief
Stalk the ShadowLand arena and steal 
credits and ammo from other players. 
Flashing across your opponent’s LCD?
Your code name telling them that
You’re the one robbing them !

Mega Power
In those Shadowland

 
adventures 

featuring Mega Power, you can turn 
your phaser

 
into a tool that inflicts

twice the damage to your opponents’
Energy levels.  With this power, 
the other team withers !

In your briefing your marshal will describe which spells and
powers will be in the arena. The Marshal will tell you the 
number of credits needed to purchase a power or cure from
A GEM. This number will be displayed on the GEM, allowing
the player to know what power or Cure that GEM sells. 
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Vampires/ Garlic
In some ShadowLand adventures, you
battle against Vampires. When Vampires
have descended upon you, you
lose energy and points quickly.
find Garlic in the Arena to scare
the Vampires away !

Snake Bite / Serum
In some adventures, you can be
bitten by the Snake. As the poison
courses through your system, 
your credits and energy are 
slowly running out. Find your 
serum before its too late.

Virus / First Aid
In some Shadowland

 
adventures, a virus

Is spreading through the arena. If your
suit begins to ‘cough’, you know you
have the virus. If your suit ‘sneezes’, 
you can spread the virus to your team-
mates. Find ‘First Aid’

 
quickly to stop 

the loss of energy and points !
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Adventure Formats
Solo
With just a few people, make it 
a Solo game –

 
everyone for themselves.

Quietly stalk your opponents to 
earn rank #1

Standard Team
ShadowLand’s

 
system has four different 

team colors for up to four different teams. A 
variety of different combinations of powers, spells 

and cures make even this standard format limitless.
Territorial
With your team format set, you and 
your teammates set strategy for 
defending your Headquarter 
base while trying to 
capture your opponent’s base.

Level
Advance your position through a series

of different  stages. Complete the objective
at each stage and receive ever more useful powers.

Your suit changes colors at each level. In some
cases, this format is combined with an elimination

format so that, in the end, there is only one person
remaining in the arena.Time Constraint

Your team competes against another team…. 
and against the clock…. to survive !

Borg
The ultimate team format –

 
everyone on the

team is linked into a ‘collective’
 

to share
energy, credits and powers. 

Resistance to your desires to play is futile. 
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